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19 To Be Gala Day
Now AvAILABLE 'Round
Theme of "Progress"
The annual spectacle of Homecoming promises to be
Because of the insight and
philanthropy of various organiza tions, fraternities, sororities,
churches, and individuals, more
scholarships than ever before are
now available.
According to 1·eliable sources,
there are approximately 300 students here at Prairie View who
are on these scholarships which
range from $300 to $4,200.
Such organizations as the Masonic Grand Lodge; The Bruce
MacMillian Foundation; The
Grand Court of Calanthe; and
the Grand Chapter of Eastern
Stars, are among the many that
have made scholarships available.

OFF TO DALLAS-Evelyn Alfred, Miss "PV" for 1955-56, is

flanked by two lovely attendants as she prepares to leave for the
State Fair of Ttixus and the Cotton Bowl Classic. On the left i, Lillian Jackson, sophomore attendant from Bay City, Texas. Betty
Dennis, junior attendant from Dallas is on the right. Not pictured
are seniors Alice Squire of Vernon and Ina Daniels of Dallas.

Miss Prairie View And Party
Feted Royally In Dallas
Leaving Saturday, 15th, Miss Prairie View, Evelyn Alfred, and her party of four charming young ladies were
enroute to Dallas, Texas for a foreseen enjoyable weekend.
Upon arriving, the party was greeted by several PV Alumni to be granted the luxurious living of the Peter Lane
Hotel.
Squires and Ina Daniels, and
The Dallas-P.V. Club hon- her
two attendants, Bettye Denored the group with a din- nis and Lillian Jackson were
Miss Prairie View .. pat... Panther escorted across the field by
ner at the Green Cape, also a Cadet Colonel Marion Johnson
dance held at the Empire Room and Major Raymond Scott. Miss
later.
Alfred was crowned by Dr. J.
Spnday was the day to take a I L. Patton, Principal of Booker
grand tour of the fair city of IT. Washington High School,
Dallas. For those who had never Dallas, Texas.
2:rand afMi·s
been there, this was a ~
Pearl Foreman and Dr.
fair. For those who had, it was Cash were on hand to see 'that
an even grander affair for they all went well.' And may we say,
saw the city in a new light. The « 1·t di'd."
evening culminated with a Cock- -- - - ' 0 - - - tail Party given by Mrs. Shepherd, a former PVite, and anA.
K.A . Dance given in honor of all

launched with an unusual amount of welcoming activities
here this year.
Tho' nearly a month away, the November 19 day is
being prepared for even now.
Local Alumni Busy
- -- - - - - - - - - ("Progress", we're told), the
The Local Prairie View selecting of "Miss Homecoming",
Alumni Club appointed its the breakfast and evening
several Homecoming Activi- dances, the Vesper program, and
ties' Committees early in community reception committees
October.
dominate the conversations of
Feverish planning sessions are
keeping the various committee
members busy far into the night.
Their talk revolves around a
gen er a l theme for floats

Foreign Leader
Visits Campus

Individual scholarships ha~
also been made possible .by Jesse
C. Jones and Mary Gibbs Jones
Mr. lsaka Okwirry, District
in the amount of $2,500 in the Officer, Kakamega Kenya, East
fields of Nursing and Agricul- Africa is now on campus as a
ture.
participant in the Foreign LeadIn an interview with Dr. J. er Program of the International
M. Drew, chairman of the schol- Exchange Service of the U. S.
arship Committee, he said that Mr. Okwirry was met in Hous"The qualifications of good cou- ton and accompanied to the camduct and maintenance of a "B" pus by Dr. E. B. Evans.
Mr. Okwirry served 15 years
average ~re within +he reach ,of
m
the Britisli Army. His acadeeach of us."
mic training includes C.M.S.
Although many scholarships Kismu; C.M.S. Maseno; Alliaare being made possible, nation- nee High School. He was awardal organizations emphasize the ed bursaru in 1952, to visit Engneed for many more. Enterpris- land on an --education tour. In
ing college students have many 1952, he was nominated as memopportunities for securing schol- her of the Kenya Legislative
arship aid, if they will contact Council, the position he still
the proper sources.
holds.
Several class groups and spec-----"O'----ial groups have been addressed
by Mr. Okwirry already.

I

Cadets Join Nat'l

Military Society
Several cadets of the Advanced Course Military Science recently became members of Scabbard and Blade, a National Military Honor Society. A majority
of the seniors and several jun-

the Alumni and Ex-Students of
Pi·airie View.
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
MAKE PLANS EARLY
The various student organizations are beginning their chatter
and constructive work on floats,
and hometown hospitality buffets
(snack and coffee).
DORMITORIES TO DECORATE
Both men's and women's dormitories will roll out the welcome carpet for the Hotnecoming visitors.
Plans for decorations are being made and pennies a1·e being
saved to help with the overall
financing of these individual projects.
HALF-TIME ACTIVITIES
SHAPING UP
Demonstrations to be pre.sented during the half-time are
reaching tremendous proportions
and viewers can expect to receive a "loaded" package for
their entertainment.· The special
drill platoon which has performed· so notably on previous occasions plans to outdo itself at
the Homecoming game with
added routines and improvements.
(Continued on Page 6)

Freshman Class Scores Hit
In "Talent Revue"

All hats have been doffed to Mozee, · Leroy Weave1·, F. G.
the Freshman Class and its Fry and other departmental
staff members.
sponsors for entertaining the
----0>----student body and staff recently
with a "Talent Revue.''
The show was definitely a hit!
iors became charter members of
this outstanding organization to 'Twas a musical, presented in
which cadets from one hundred two scenes. Scene first was: the
On October 23, the Senior Class
· s tat'ion. songs an d d ances
thirty-one colleges and univer- t ram
sponsored the Vesper Hour in
sities throughout the nation now appropriately staged and choreo- the Auditorium-Gym, at 7:00 p .
belong.
graphed made this portion of the m., to a paC'ked house.
program appropriately effective.
Titled "A Journey Into Song",
With this affiliation the PraiScene second toQk place on the the program featured many wellthe queen~ repr~sente~. Miss _T·
rie View Reserve Officers Train- campus of "Dear ole' PV". With- loved lyrics of yesteryear and
s. U., l\Iiss Miss WIiey, Miss
ing Corps gains a mark of dis- out a doubt, the style of the today.
Bronze Texas, Miss Wiley Ex- ,
.
School and Miss Prairie .., Thursday
afternoon,
October
"Daddy's S,veetheart", "La Zintinction as an educational in- presentation was different; the
ten t 10n
.
.
.
.
View were all introduced. Natu- 1<> , mai ked ,the ~1rst occasion. m stitution offering M i 1 it a r y setting was new, and the talent gera", "Waltz of the Flowers",
. II Miss Prairie View and her th e College s history at wh1eh
was nothing short of wonderful. and "Make Believe" provided a
ta ·ty, eceived plenty admiration. cadets were honored as Distin- Science as part of its cun-iculum,
Special mention should be full hour of fine music which
pai Y r
. h d M'l'
S
.
which seeks to exemplify the made of the "Jitterbug Num- was well received by an appreI
S unda.v night at 10:00 on KRL fgms e1 fTt itary tudents m a
purposes and ideals of Scab- ber'' featuring Verna Brooks and ciative audience.
D-TV Miss Prairie View and orma mi 1 ary ceremonv.
Albert Nunn; "Why Don't You
The senior class searched for
her attendants made their teleThe cadets wno received the bard and Blade.
Write Me a Letter", performed the best talent on the campus,
vision debut.
DMS badges were: Colonel Mar.
These purposes are to raise by a group of male vocalists; and cut across many classificaMonday was the big day. The ion
Jo h nson; Majors Raymond
Charlene Col- tions (Freshman through Senior)
excitement began with the Dal- Scott, S. A. Anderson and Her- the standard of Military educa- "One Alone" tas , Fair Parade. The queen bert DeRouen; Captains Henry tion in American Colleges and bert and Robert McKinney; and in order to introduce the best.
Senior Class president, S. A.
wearing white, and her party, Huckaby, Lorenzo Crosby, Mer- Universities; to unite in <:loser the "Chattanooga Choo Choo" as
adorned in lovely pastels and vin Perry and Ervin Perry; relationship their military de- interpreted by a group of Fresh- Anderson, expressed thanks to
the Women's Choir under the
wearing the traditional P. V. Lieutenants
Raymond
Smith, partments; to encourage and man coeds.
Sponsors of the Class, C. A. dire ·tion of Ella W. Cullins, and
Gold l\lums, rode the purple, Malvin Johnson, David Robinson, I foster the essential qualities of
white and gold trimmed float.
Mark T. McDonald, James Lor-, good and efficient officers; and Wood, Hazelyn Scott and J . J. to Tallie Mozee-both are inMonday night, at the P. V.- der and H . H. Mouto11.
to promote friendship and good- Woods, were assisted in the pro- structors in the Depa rtme nt of
Wiley Game, Miss Prairie View,
The recognition accorded the fellowship among the cadet of- duction of the Revue by E lla W. Music-for assisting with the
Cullins, Lorraine Hatcher, Tallie program.
her t wo runners-up, Alice
(Continued on Page I )
ficers.

14 CADETS ARE
DECORATED

I

I

Seniors Sponsor
Vesper Program

English Emphasis
Week Takes On
New Look

NOVEMBER, 1955

VIEW

Two

Cadets Select
Queen

1

Nov. Big Month
In Progressive
Vets Club

Recently the entire Cadet
Corps "went to the polls" for the
Probably no month during the
purpose of electing " M i s s
"The Gateway to Leadership",
ROTC" for the present school year is bigger in terms of contheme of English E m p h a s i s
year. As a result, the beautiful structive action than the month
Week, November 14-18, proved to
young lady who now wears this of November, for the Progresbe an appealing and activitytitle is Mary Louist Lee of Fort sive Veterans Cfub. Usually, it is
provoking setting for the week.
Worth, Texas. Mary is a senior, the month during which the
Dr. Melvin B. Tolson, Sr., proClub's "Queen" is chosen for the
majoring in Home Economics.
fessor of Creative Literature at
In addition to the ROTC school year. Then, of course,
Langston University, Oklahoma,
Queen, each organic unit of the there is Homecoming-always a
initiated the activities for the
big event for the organization.
Corps has its "Sweetheart".
Week, with a dynamic and chalBetty Martin of Port Arthur, · Four lovely candidates for
lenging address. Dr. Tolson, Poet
Texas, is First Battalion Sweet- "Miss V" (Veteran) dominated
Laureate of Liberia, Mayor of ;
heart. Betty is a sophomore, ma- the campaign season this year;
Langston, fi;rst international poet
joring in Home Economics. Ca- namely, . orma Jean Burleson,
laureate in history, is the father
icholson, Edna . E.
det Major S. A. Anderson is Bobbie A.
of Melvin B. Tolson, Jr., now on
Scales and Doris Faye Malone.
First
Battalion
Commander.
leave at La Sorbonne (University
Lois Jane Rickett of Beau- About the Candidates
of Paris).
mont,
Texas, was chosen as
The winning candidate for the
The annual essay writing consweetheart
of
the
Second
Battitle
of "Miss V" was DORIS
test and freshman spelling bee
talion. "Janie" is a junior and FAYE MALONE-senior, Phyrevealed that our foreign stuis doing her major work in Ele- sical Education major and Spandents have long since decided to
mentary Education. Cadet Major ish minor, from Wichita Falls,
exercise their leadership ability.
Herbert DeRouen is commander Texas. She is president of the
Prince Cummings of Harper,
' of the Second Battalion.
Les Belles Lettres Culture Club
Liberia, was top winner in the
The Drill Team elected Norma and the P. E. Majors Club; a
essay contest and tied for first
Coleman-a senior, elementary member of the dance group, Club
lace with Edna Tolliver of Coleducation major-from Wharton, 26 and the Y.W.C.A. Her camlege Station in the spelling bee.
Other winners in the essay conIMPROVI G HEALTH is the objective of the group of stu- Texas, as its sweetheart. Cadet paign manager was Ozell Wilkertest were Naomi Scruggs and dents in Public Health Nursing shown above with Mrs. Sedalia Wil- Lt. Mark T. McDonald is com- son.
Edna Tolliver; spelling bee, third son, instructor in the Division of Nursing Education. Student nurses mander of the Drill Team.
Bobbie A. Nicholson, junior,
place honor went to Melva Wil- have been assigned specific areas in neighboring communities where
For the ROTC Band, Thelma majoring in Biology and minoring
liams.
they will make periodic visits,under supervision, to improve individ- Richardson of Brenham, Texas in Psychology, was managed by
The quiz show, a new feature ual and family health. Senior student nurses shown are (l to r), -a senior, physical education Cleveland B. Redman. She is the
in the Week, created a mild tur- Frankie Downs (Marshall), Lela Johnson (Angleton), Emeola Hemp- major-was chosen for the covet- former president of the "Out-ofmoil in the department, because hill (San Antonio), and Ethelyn Beal (Houston).
-Ward Photo ed honor. Cadet Lt. Roscoe Web- State Students Association"
members of the English Club,
ber is commander of the ROTC (Omaha, Nebraska is her home).
graduate students or instructors
B d
Bobbie is a member of THE
were not eligible for participaa~1_1· queens we~e feted in a PANTHER staff and the Stution.
special Homecoming ceremony dent Welfare Committee.
The book bazaar met the deimmediately] following the paEdna E. Scales, another of the
mands of a large portion of stud
candidates, is a senior whoS'e
ra e.
_____
major work is being done in the
dents-supply novels, handbooks,
0
poetry collections, lays, etc.
Army 1st Lt. George R. "Hovfield of Business Education. Her
A drama demonstration was ey" Johnson, son of Mrs. Grace
~
campaign manager was Hilliard
re,sented by the Dramatic So- A. Johnson, Richmond, Virginia,
The Cadet Drill team recently
W
D. Kemp.
ciety with one act from "King of is attedning Sophia Univer ity I performed in parade in the city
orma Jean Burleson, junior.
Hearts".
in Tokyo during his off-duty square of Crockett, Texas, in bemusic major, was managed by
The activities culminated with hours while stationed at the Yo- half of the Ralph But}che High
John Lewis Fullbright.
a soiree for English Club mem- kohama Transportation Depot in School.
The "Blackface Minstrels of Homecoming Spirit
bers and special guests. The Club Japan.
Teh crowd of local residents 1955" were presented at the Au- Runs High in Club
wishes to express appreciation to
Lt. Johnson, commanding offi- received the group with all the ditorium Gymmt~ium recently in
Each year it has become custhose persons who aided in mak- cer of the depot's Headquarter's pomp and ceremony the team a benefit performance for the tomary that the Vet's homecoming the Week progress success- Company, was graduated from needed to give one of its best Student Activities Committee.
ing float be entered in the pafully.
Prairie View in 1951. He has perfor mances.
Produced by Shedrick Devers, rade, and 1955 was no different.
been overseas since November
The Drill Team also perform- the show featured the 1·011icking The float which challenged
1953,
and
is
a
veteran
of
service
ed
during
the
half-time
of
the
comedians:
Raymond
"Blueblack"
spectators
to
"Remember Old
BOOKWEEKin Korea.
Homecoming game between E. Boyd; Holland "Big Time" By- Baldy-Korea'' won second
(Continued from Page 1)
H. Henry Wildcats of Jac:kson num; Vastine "Too-Soon" High- place (Club Division) in the pastill lingers in the minds of
and the Crockett team (25-14 tower; James "Hadacol" Glover; rade. Of course, the time and
those who saw it. The movie was
Army Pfc. A. C. Rhynes, '54
Jesse Green and the "Interloper" energy, to say nothing of the
scheduled as a part of the Book qualified as expert in firing the victory for Crockett.
The Corps plans other off- Fred Forbes.
: good fellowship, that went into
Week activities, also.
pistol in Germany.
campus performances during the
The unforgettable "Toe-Jam"' its building typify the feeling
"A Pageant of Books" geared
Pvt. Rhymes, a gunner in
year.
was characterized by Devers.
that the organization's memberaround "What Interests You
Company I of the 4th Infantry
ship has for the importance of
Most?" was a part of the week's
Division's 12th Regiment, enterprogram which was unique from
ed the Army in October 1954,
:~:n:~:in!u~:;:~i~! t::c:::~;
two angles: (1) the displayand received basic training at
bool<s, pamphlets and materials
du~;:n t~~/:~:b's sponsors,
readable-and (2) the refresh- Fort Bliss. He arrived overseas
last March.
ments that were served.
"Brown Skin and Bright Leaf", the Old Gold exhibit. It shows, James E. Stamps, Jr., and WenThe series of activities, accorda colorful, educational exhibit for example, that Negroes were dell P. Jones, gave undivided asing to the Library staff, sought
Second Lt. Earnest L. Wilson, depicting the egro's role in our employed in American tobacco siSlance in supervision for th e
"to make the occasion (the 37th '54, son of Mrs. Carrier Steward, nat ion's tobacco industry and manufacturing as early as 1615; pai·ade-entry.
Annual Celebration of National Ennis, Texas, is a member of presented by the makers of Old that a
egro inventor, Elijth
ew Project U nd er Way
Book Week) meaningful to our the "Ivy" Division, part of the Gold and Kent cigarettes, will be McCoy, was directly responsible
The Club's membership-now
College standards".
U. S. Seventh Army, includes displayed in the Administration for the early advent of mass th at Homecoming is passed-has
(Note: We hope their efforts intensive maneuvers and 1·ealis- Building Lobby at Prairie View cigarette production; and that begun to make plans for th e anwere not wasted; "Let's Read tic field problems.
A. and M. College, December 5th ; another Negro, Stephen Slade, nual Pre-ChriS t mas Dal'lce which
More". -Ed.)
Lt. Wilson, a platoon leader t th 9th
1839 d
I
d th eff t·
will take place in the Recrea0 e
·
m
' eve ope
e
ec ive tion Center on December 15.
in Co. I of the division's 12th
Much information that has flue-curing process that is still
Regiment, entered the Army in never before been revealed to the : used today for bright tobacco.
Wi th th e ChriStrnas spirit beginning to "bust out all over the
F ebruary 19 55, and was station- public concerning the Negro's
The Old Gold exhibit also ined at Fort Benning, Geargia, b~- 1mpor
.
ta n t con t r1'b u t'10n t o th e t o- , d'1ca t es th e 1mprovmg
.
.
the the
Vetsfeverish
can do noatmoJess
s tat us of campus",
than enter
bacco industry is presented in the Negro tobacco farmer, and
ew students on campus from fore an-iving overseas in July.
points southeast of the United _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....;,_ _~ - - - - - credits both the contributions of :~:;r:h:it~;i:t:a:e~~;:t!~:
State are: Prince Cummings,
the U. S. Department of Agri- "merriest ever".
culture Negro Extension Agents - - - - - - - - - - - - - freshman auto mechanics student
and the Negro land-grant agri- a nation-wide tour.
from Harper, Liberia; Victor
cultural colleges.
"Brown Skin and Bright Leaf"
Daniel Krakue, freshman auto
The present-day contributions is beinr,- presented as a public
mechanics major from Monrovia,
of egroes to all phases of to- service by P. Lorillard Company,
Liberia; James O. Jolayeni,
freshman poultry major from
bacco manufa<·turing and mar- the makers of Old Gold and Kent
Lagos, • rigeria; Napoleon Theo
keting, from skilled labor to cigarettes, who has summed up
Milton, industrial education mamanagement functions to sales the exhibit's purpose by saying:
jor in his freshman year, also
and advertising, are also depict- "We believe that it is high time
from Harper, Liberia; James
ed by the Old Gold cigarette that the Negro's role in the
Bedell, ap;ricultural major from
presentation.
United States' tobacco industry
Harper, Liberia; and WilJiam T.
The exhibit, which wiJJ be be made known ... for the sake
Bruce, plumbing student from
! followed shortly by a booklet of his awakenin~ pride, and for
Monrovia, Liberia, who came to
1 presenting the story of the Ne- the belated enlightment of the
1
1
Prairie View last Fall.
gro and tobacco in detail, is on world at large."
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PV-ites With Cadets Drill Team I
The Military Takes Cl•ty Of
Croekett By StOfffl I MINSTRE'
ENTERTAIN

.

Old Gold Exhibit Dramatizes
Negro's Role in Tobacco Industries

I.

Foreign Students
Increase in Number

I

Help F•ighf TB

Buy Christma·s Seals

I

I
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Musically
Speaking

Roving Reporter
By Eldora Baker
WAS THE DECISION
CORRECT?

By Rose Marie Johnson
"Jazz, Jazz, Progressive Jazz",
that's the prominent beat this
year-louder than ever.
Ella Fitzgerald is an all-American favorite. She holds the title
as being the "Queen of the Jazz
World." Her admirers, young
and old, echo "Ella is the greatest!"' Ella's album of songs from
"Pete Kelly's Blues", a Warner
Brother's presentation, is one of
the greatest ever.
The "Queen of the Juke Box",
Dinah Washington, is tops in hElr
latest album of ·'Come Rain or
Come Shine".
"Stan, the Man, Kenton" is the
jazz innovator. He is one of the
most productive and inventive
men working in the jazz area,
and his progressive jazz band has
always been distinguished for its
inventiveness of orchestration
The arrangements of Maestro
Kenton and Pete Rugulo cannot
help receiving a round of applause wherever they are heard.
We say, listen to "The Man Kenton" with an appreciative earhe's everything that jazz fans
look for.
Since the death qf the greatest progressive jazzman, Charlie
"Yardbird" Parker, there has
been a lull in the movementtemporarily. But . . . to help fill
his place, James Moody is making great achievements. His new
record of "Moody's Mood for
Blues" is a good sample of his
m o b i 1 i t y and his sure-to-be
achievements in the future.
Many more jazz artists cnuld
claim our attention, but we are
saving some for future issues.
Stan Getz, Dizzy Gillespie, Lester Young, Oscar Peterson, Erroll Garner and Geo1·ge Shearing
-all-are on the road to becoming "the greatest" in the jazz
world today and tomorrow. For
now, they and we wish to remain, "progressively yours."

"V" DAY, NOV. 11,
(Con'tinued from Page l)
det Richard Mason at the organ
The Military Band provided
appropriate martial music under
the baton of Julius B. Jones,
Bandmaster.
Cadet Colonel, Marion Johnson, presided.
tlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!!l
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Segregation in public schools is
one of the many problems that
we, as a race, are facing today.
Let us look into the minds of
some of the students on this current issue.
1. I think that desegregation in
public schools will makEl this nation realize full progress-potential. Distinction between races
limits advancement; therefore,
desegregation is indicative of
America's truly great attempt to
lead in a progressive universe.
-Victor Daniel Krakue,
Freshman
2. I think that desegregation is
a good idea and I am in favor of
it because it will give people of
all races a chance to acquire
valuable information about each
other, thus creating better human relations in the world.
-Barbara Cobb, Senior
3. Desegregation
in
public
schools throughout the United
States will be one of the finest
steps since "Reconstruction", in
this democratic society. Yes, it
will work if given a chance, because the citizens of America
will make it work; not only from
an educational point of view but
economically and socially as well.
-Ina Bell Daniels, Senior
4. I know from experience that
integration will work if people
are broad minded enough to give
it a chance.
-S. A. Anderson, Senior
5. I think that desegregation
in public schools is one of the
greatest events of history, because each person should be allowed to go to any school no matter what color, race or creed; and
get the same educational opportunities.
-Timothy Hatchett, Senior
6. I think that desegregation in
public schools is the best thing
that could happen to the people
of our race who have come so
far, and especially for the nation
as a whole.
-June Felton, Junior
7. I think that desegregation is
alright because it has more advantages than the present school
situation. The Declaration of Independence states "that all men
are created equal."
-Clarence Robinson, Freshman
8. My opinion of desegregation
is that if it is enforced, the
colored and white would never
co-operate.
-Quincy Adams, Sophomore
9. My opinion of desegregation
is that it would bring more cooperation among the white and
colored youth, and they would
get along better together as
American youth.
-Raymond Reeves, Junior

iI

i~I HIGH SCHOOL
PRAIRIE i,SENIORS WIN
VIEW i SCHOLARSHIPS
THE

§

BOWL
Jan. 2, 1956
Houston,
Texas

I

Seventy

Negro high school
from segregated or
I recently de-segregated schools,
~ 1 received $19,985 in supplemen§' tary scholarships from the Na~ , tional Scholarship Service Fund
§ 1 for Negro Students, Dr. Robert
~ C. Weaver, Chairman of the
~ Agency's Supplementary Scho-

~ seniors,

I
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between $250,000 in college
scholarships awarded these students, through the NSSFNS
counseling and referral services,
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Sociology Club
Plans y'Dynamic'
ear

The Head Has It

Style Tips To Male Shoppers

(Note: Before departing for
student teaching, we take this
opportunity to dash off a few
lines to the men of the campus.
The hats that are to be seen
heading across the campus
these days, inspired our notes.
Hope you like them, fellas!
-Fashion Editor)
Men's heads may not be shrinking, but we can see that their
hat brims are.
Only a year or two ago, the
national best-seller was but 2¾.
inches wide. Today, 2¾. looks like
a tent on any but the largest
man.
· If you like to do your fashiontesting with a ruler, 2¾. briminches are about right for the
man of average build. Some of
the slender fellows are taking
brims as narrow as 1 7 /8 inches.
Other noticeable characteristics of the 1955 model male topper are:
Crowns-They're lower, welltapered and without the front
dents a~d the crushed top which
have been the universal habit in

the past. This new crown creates
an effect reminiscent of the
dressy Homburgs and derbies.

Many men are now wearing
their brims turned up, a la Homburg. Besides being becoming to
the face, the lower hat crown is
a concession to the lowered tops
of the new car designs.
Colors-Very dark shades are
the new note. They began with
the charcoal grays and browns
and now include navy blue and
even black. For the first time in
many years, we are going to see
a widely wearable charcoal green.
Bands-When men began wearing tapered, unpinched crowns,
stylists had to widen the bands.
The hat-band today is likely to be
2 inches or more, compared to
1 5/8-inch that's been worn in
the past.
Too the wide hat-band makes
a needed light touch against the
dark felt hat, like the facing on
a tuxedo.
The mis-matched band colorblue or brown, grey or black-

It has been said that human
behavior is the most dynamic
phase of life forms. The Sociology Club plans to capitalize on
this hypothesis by planning a
series which are going to prove
the assumption.
The Club's dynamic agenda
for the year includes a series of
lectures, discusmsions, trips to
orphanages, correctional homes,
prison and metal hospitals; parties, dances and picnuics.
Officers for 1955-56 are:
President, Everett Clay; VicePresident, Andre McDonald; Secretary, Loretta Wright; Assistant Secretary, Rosemary Pigford· Treasurer, Don Evans;
and ' Sergeant-at-Arms, Albert
Mathews.
Faculty advisors for the organization are Dr. George Ragland
and Mrs. Linda S. McKinnon,

is also enjoying a vogue.
To Be Real Dressy
It's nearly three years now
since President Eisenhower wore
the Homburg for his inauguration and brought that famous
(MALE)
:
FE 1ALE
classic back, but quickly
The behind-the-scenes star is
The Panther feels that it acThe shouting has died out, but
not always the forgotten one. complished a gre~t fea: when the the style remains as just about
Persons like our highlighter for photographer hailed its female the most dressy hat a man can
this month help to put many of highlighter long enough for a wear The semi-Homburg-that
the jobs over on this campus that pose. She's just that busy. There is, the hat with the brim unmost often few of us ever know
snapped, but without the sharp
how and when they get done.
curl-also has been growing in
popularity since the Homburg
RUSSELL ELSTO , a senior
returned
from Dallas, Texas, is our male
The Strictly a ual
highlighter for this month. He is
For that "different" hat to
the son of Mrs. Verniece G. El(Continued on Page 7)
ston of 1235 Ring Street. Rus-

CAMPUS HIGHLIGHTERS
I

~

sell, a graduate of Lincoln High
School of which T. D. Marshall
was principal, is an Industrial
Education major and finds that 1
electricity is more captivating
than some other aspects of the
field, to him.

I
Does

YOUR
WATCH

He is the pre ident of the
Methodist Student Movement, t
and Men's Glee Club (basso profundo), and an active member of
the local Usher Board

I
LET US TEST IT

His hobby revolves around a
"little box camera I have", stated is never a dull or a free moment
the active I. E. major. "No par- in YVON E RA SOM'S day
ticular hobby-just sort of fool and it's all because of her benev0 OUR
around."
olence and concern for others
Russell likes Prairie View be- that she stays so busy. Yvonne
cause of the general campus at- is one of the few people on campmosphere. "You're alway wel- us who is taking advantage of
come and it seems to me to be her college jaunt.
FREE
FREE
A
enior business education
so closely as ociated with home
major and library science minor
life", says Elston.
The test will tell you on a
from Mexia, Yvonne is resident
He admires Rev. Lee C. Phillip of the Debating Society, member
printed eharl (made in 30
and carries a quotation in his of Club 26, Les Belles Lettres,
seconds) exactly the conwallet which the Dean of the YWCA, Secretary of the Senior
dition of your watch. If it
needs regulation or repair,
Chapel frequently quotes-"The Sunday School class and comyou will iind we olier:Minute" by Edgar A. Gue t. mittee member on loads of campWhen asked why he liked this us committee .
EXPERT CRAFTSMANSHIP
particular one, he aid: "A lot
QUALITY PARTS
Participation in the;;e organizaof important things happen to tions help to make her th.e busy
ALL WORK ELECTRONICALLY
TESTED ON OUR
people in the little minute. Too, person that he i , but it also
.,WATCH MASTER"
people could just take a little gives us the chance to know and
' time to think about things-in a~ -ociate with one of the best
ju t a minute--and maybe they adju ted persons to life that we
wouldn't do such foolish things." have found.
It always surprises one, in
After graduation, he plans to
attend another institution-prob- talking to Yvonne, to find so
ably Coyne Elel!trical Institute in much freshness and sincerity
Chicago; then, perhaps two years wrapped in such a 'small packin the Army. He'll be a success age.
We Repair All Types of
Her outstanding contributions
because he knows how to do just
to
the
uccess
of
the
Debating
a little more than is necessary
Eye Gla es
Soci<>ty can partially account for
without being told.
Exclusive Dealer for
her success as a public speaker.
Whenever a hostess or mistress
GRUEN WATCHES
and their total financial need . of ceremonies that really lives is
In the seven years of its ex- sought, "Y" is th~ fir t to be
Official Repair For
istence, the ational Scholarship cnnsidered
Southern Pacific Railroad
Service has helped more than
fter graduation, she plans to
3,000 Ne.eTo students enter ome "11aybe teach, maybe stud'y" . Of 1½ Blocks North of Post Office
300 inter-racial college and uni- this we can be sure, whatever the
HEMPSTEAD, TEXAS
versities. (Taken from The Per- adventure, it will he successful
sonnel and Guidance Journal, and more people will be benefitOctober, 1955.)
ed than can ever be imagined.

ELECTRONICALLY
W<!!f!!._(fj)Masftr
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EDITORIALS
Rumors Are Flying

True
To
YourSelf

Operating under the assumption that "if it ain't the truth, it's
a lie," this article is written.
From all indications, this campus has been invaded by persons
with the most "vivid" imaginations ever to congregate in one bodypushing the Annual Liars Convention into second place, in other
words. These persons, literally sit around and "dream-up" a story,
By Dr. W. L.
attach it to enough fact to make it interesting and then proceed to
Cash, Jr.
pread it-far and wide.
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
This is another indication of the childlike qualities that prevail
AGRI ULTURALIST
here, making it impossible for adult 1·esponsibility to take its right- 1
ful place.
"There's a career ahead for
A child is known and loved for his imaginative qualities. When you in agricultui·e," according
he uses his imagination to gain recognition and attention, we pass to a booklet prepared by the
it off as another tage in his growth. Usualry, there are no after- Association of Land-Grant Coleffects as a result of his venture inio fancy. Not so with the over- leges and Univelrsities.
The
grown c~ild t_Ypical of Prairie View. We attac_h our imag~native webs authors project annuay need for
to real situations and when we do, the result 1s grossly different.
115,000 graduates against a supEnough beating around the bush. The problem is-too many ply of about 8,500 graduates per
unfounded, illogical, irretraceable rumors have been floating around I year. The need is illustrated as
this campus. We have had within the first nine weeks enough dis- follows:
turbing rumors circulated to make most of us frustrated to the point
1,000 in agricultural research
of distraction and failure.
3,000 in agricultural industries
At our best, we have too many problems with which to deal
3,000 in agricultural business
without the "children" of the campus letting their kites of imagina3,000 in agricultural education
tion fly with the breeze. This sort of behavior makes the attack and
500 in agricultural communierradication of real problems that much more difficult.
cation
The inevitable question then arises-why don't the children
1,000 in agricultural conservaeither grow up or move out? The time has long since arrived to deal tion
with the problems at hand. There is no need for new problems to be
1,500 in agricultural services,
originated. If a sense of responsibility could travel and make contact public and private
as swiftly and thoroughly as rumors, a revolution comparable to
2,000 in farming and ranching
none would have its origin here.
SCIENTISTS
We are "laying waste our powers," developing cowardly, negaIndustry
employs
nearly
tive attitudes that we hope and pray will not be lasting. All this can 1120,000 scientists, of whom
be corrected as swiftly as it began, by using just a little discretion approximately 70,000 are chemand common sense. The PANTHER believes that the two still exist,•, ists. Geologists occupy second
foactive though they may be.
place, with approximately 13,000
on company payrolls, and biolo1 gists,
physicists, mathematic? ' ians, and psychologists follow in
that order. Only 7.6 % scientific
.
.
. .
employees are women who fill
If there is a difference, then what is it? How and when did it
h • '
••
?
•
_
•
, near1y 4, 000 c em1cal positions,
<'~me about. The difference we reier to is that one between Prairie ! 1,300 biological posts, and 800
View
students
and students
of any other collge or university • JO b s
· ·
. College
.
.
.
requ1nng
ma th ema t·1ca1
This• fdifference
is
not
scholastic
though
surely
there
be
one
This
is
t
·
·
.
.
.
'
.
·
1 rammg.
:i dif ei ence m college hfe~the "college life" that a high school
The
• ational
Educational
student sees as he dreams of the day when he will be a part of it.
Association has estimated that
Student A leaves high school-a graduate of a closs from which demand for newly certified high
he chose friends and companions very much like himself; same en- school science teachers will reach
vironment, :;ame hopes and dreams, essentially same capabilities- above 7,900 this year to approxibut, the minute the paths separate, the friends become "different" mately 10,000 by 1965. More
individuals, merely because they chose different educational centers. science teachers needed.
Student B becomes exposed to contemporary culture and society
According to a survey of 200
simultaneously with his academic activities. Student A begins t~ large firms conducted last year
lose himself in "local" activities to the extent that he is incapable by the Bureau of Labor Statisof exhibiing any interest whatever in the "life" of which he planned tics for the National Science
to be a part.
Foundation, more research scienWhat happens to the concerts, the field trips, the intercollegiate tists are needed. It was pointed
activity, the spirit, humor and fun of college life? Somewhere it is out that the shortage of scienexistent, ~ut Student A sees none of it and has no idea of the process tists and engineers are holding
to follow m _order to find it. He is not ignorant of its existence, how- back research and development
ever, and this makes the maze that much more complex. He sees oth- programs of many important
e~s progress-him elf at a standstill. It does something to him. In companies.
lus effort to contrast the standstill, he moves backward, in desperaIn view of these facts it would
tion perhaps, but definitely backward.
eem that you students who are
The maze begins to take shape then of a situation wherein stu- searching for an opportunity
dents do not deserve to be participants in a life that is typical of need to turn toward agriculture,
what they want because they no longer possess the qualities neces- science and the teaching science.
sary to enhance it.
But remember the posts are open
There is the problem-all mixed and mingled as it actually is. only to the competent and the
What to do? We do not know-you tell us.
proficient. Give serious thought
to your studies for the opportunities are present for you who
are adequately prepared.
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The Straight Line

Cinemascope
the opposite side of the old chapel building.
Into this rather peaceful scene
the writer fired his first dart of
discontent. Twin turn tables and
speakers were installed, and cue
sheets requested with each show.
Then there was a mad scramble
for appropriate records, so that
"0 Promise Me" played at a
wedding, could seegue into the
roll of drums as the boys in uniform marched aeross the screenThe era of "pictures with appropriate sound" had begun.
How miserable, following a picture, a cue sheet, two turntables
and a stack of records! It took
two people to do it, too!
Completely dissatisfied with
the above innovation, the writer
decided to tackle talking p i c tures. So, with a rather dubious
consent of the chairman of the
Entertainment Committee, the
writer went to the old North
Side Theatre in Houston, and
talked the manager there out of
a discarded Vitaphone turntable.
When this was prnperly attached to our single projector
and to the already-installed
speakers, we had the first talking picture at Prairie View.
Premiere showing was Amos
and Andy in "Check and Double
Check". The audience was thrilled beyond compare, because it
was being bungoed more realistically. The projectionists were
disgusted because they had to
put film in t he machine and a
needle on the 1·ecord exactly
right to keep the picture and
sound in step. Their disgust becrone exactly t wice as great
when the wri ter went to Houston and returned with another
turntable, anot her pr ojector, anLetter to the Editor
other lamp, et c. ect. etc. This
"The Panther"
was to permit t he running of. a
Prairie View A & M College
continuou how with the operaPrairie View, Texas
tor pulling a particularly juicy
Dear Miss Platt:
During the past summer I took bit of hocum as he transferred
time to examine the contents of operations from one machine to
a big University's student publi- the other with the public none
cation.
the wiser-unless he made a misAdmittedly, I wanted to see how take!
our PA THER "stacked up" in
The one drawback to the
comparison with this paper. And sound-on-record setup was the
- I was proud of our paper.
diabolical persistence of the reComparatively speaking, THE cord to get out of step with the
PANTHER has a better lay-out, picture. When a man opend his
a wider variety of campus news mouth and a woman's voice came
in which students should be in- forth, the public was not fooled.
terested, and our paper-though So- the writer went to Rosensmall-utilizes more pictures. berg and came back with a pair
Pictures generally increase the of sound-on-film reproducers.
readability of papers.
These, with proper gears purOn the other hand, the Univer- chased in Chicago, made the
sity's paper I examined, featured first completely stable motion
more world-wide news, scientific
picture.
data, and more ads.
I am hoping my findings will
l\lore "Wool Pulling"
serve to inspire you and your
In 1938, the Gymnasium was
staff.
built. In it the writer saw a suYou have my sincere best wishes preme opportunity to pull the
for a better student publication wool over the eyes of the public.
in the in-coming months.
The campaign began with a comSincerely,
pre hen ive tabulation of reason
Lois B. Pendergnff
(Continued on Page 5)

By F- G. Fry
(Editor's Note: The following
is reproduced without alterations
- except for paragraph headings-as written by the campus'
"most cooperative engineer" who
endears himself more to us because he voluntarily wrote the
article.)
The Entertainment Committee
has done it again! This time, it
is Cinemascope.
Motion pictm·es constitute perhaps the most flagrant example
of the Public's wish to be fooled. The public spends its hardearned cash to see what isn't
there, and to hear what didn't
happen. Over a period of many
years, the writer has taken fiend
ish glee in working with Scien ·e
to the end that the simple be
made complicated; and the public be fooled in De Luxe style.
PV Movies, Historically
In the early twenties movies
at Prairie View were relatively
simple. A single projector, illuminated by a huge light bulb,
a screen, an operator-that was
it. Reels ran about seventeen
minutes. At the end of each reel
came music or entertainment
identical in aspect with the commercials on television filmed
shows. If the none-too-reliable
film broke in the middle of a
1·eel, "one moment please" took
care of everything. Film was expeded to break. And when the
reels ended, the lights came on
permitting the boys to gaze enraptured at their girl friends on

Can you imagine just how
1·idiculous it would look for soldiers to keep jumping in front
of each other while marching?
It would certainly present a
problem. From the sam ~ point
of view, line cutting !n the
Dining Hall presents a terrific
problem.
The ROTC has agret:d that
there will be no line cutting
on theit part and has instituted
a policy of the "Straight Line."
If the "civilian components" of
this institution will follow suit, .
the problem will be completely '
alleviated.
The Corps is certainly proud
of the Cooperation of each cadet in this respect and should
be commended for this exhibition of true leadership.

Letters To The
Editor

I

OPEN LETTER OF "THANKS"

Dear PV Family Member:
We take this method to express our sincere appreciation for your making our organization's Homecoming program a success.
We cannot thank each of you personally, but we
wish you to know that everyone in the Local
Alumni Club-and the General Alumni Association, as well-is grateful for all your participation
and your hospitality.
Appreciatively yours,
J. L. Hill, Chairman
Parade, Buildings and
Grounds Committee
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DID YOU KNOW

CINfilfASCOPE( Continued from Page 4)
why the old setup would not
that fewer muscles are can go on just as well if it
work in the new building (Oh
uesed in smiling than in fro~- isn't conducted on sidewalks and
yeah?)
in narrow corridors ?
Fisical authorities accepted the ing?
writer's reasons with a knowing
that dances are much .. .......that no one has really ~========
failed until he blames someone
smile, and approved his request
more fun now that the Collegians
else?
f or straight out new equipment.
·are recognized ?
So careful was the choice, that
... ... .... that an innocent byafter seventeen years of weekly .... ... ..... that "Tchaikowsky," who is stander can get annihilated by
responsible for the excellent car- our
"alert'' nightwatchman's
use, plus the use of the sound
toon s in this paper is really
equipment for all purposes, there
performance if you don't stand
J ames Clemons, advanced fresh- still in the vicinity of a girls'
has not been a single major
man from Corpus Christi?
breakdown. And the picture,
dormitory?
despite the wearing out of two ....... ... that knowing good Eng.... that all PV-ites in. the
··
screens, retained its original lish is no good if you don't service
enjoy hearing from
speak it?
quality throughout the years.
friends on the "hill~"
..... that those whom you cut
The Advent of The
....... that a wise man knows
on might have classes, too?
MRS. CAROLYN SAMUELS, Pub. Rel., Sales For
New Dimen ions
how little he knows?
... that the preservation of
.that the "law" on the
Now back to Cinemascope. The
the "new face" at the "REC" is
television industry forced the your responsibility as well as campus is for YOUR protection?
theatres t o do somehting drasthe administration's?
5104 CRANE STREET
,t
tic, in order to curb inroads into
... that Lucky Hall is a Wo.. that we will have an antheir business. Uufortunately,
men's Dormitory?
Houston 26, Texas
nual this year if YOU coopethey did 3-D. I say unfortunate......... that you only get from
rate?
ly for several reasons. 3-D, you
Phone OR 4-4349
college what you put into it?
know, was the third dimensional . ..... that "outside reading" ... .... .... .that John Davis has apA uto Loans, Refinancing, Insurance
effect obtained by wearing ster- means more than comic books? plied for graduation and will
...
.........
that
the
only
way
we
will
F RED HICKS, Owner
eoscopic glasses. The picture
probably make it this time?
~
have
a
beautiful
campus
is
for
leaped out of the screen at you,
... ........ that approximately fif- ~ Representatives : Waco, Dallas, Ft. Worth, Austin
unless you got dizzy and leaped you to stop cutting it ?
teen students were refused ser- ~
Houston
=
first. Then, too, some people can ........ ... that respect should AL- vice in the dining hall recently =
1§
envision cerise elephants sus- WAYS be paid to the U.S. Flag (after standing in line for Wl1111lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliffl.
pended in midair without using and the National Anthem?
"hours") because it was after
glasses (that kind) and without ............ that you can hear you1· serving time?
radio just as good if you turn
YOU DIDN'T? ? ? YOU HAD
going to the theatre.
ORCHIDS to the Cadet Corps who have been defacing school
BETTER START STUDYING
So, 3-D died-and with it mul- it down just a little?
to erase line-cutting.
and private property .
titudes of theatre owners who ... ......... that your conversation MORE AND SLEEPING LESS!
0 IONS to those who insist
ORCHIDS to the Alumni
had invested heavily in it.
on cutting anyway.
Association for a very outstandCinerama came next. It uses
OROHIDS to the Collegians ing Homecoming Week.
a huge, encircling screen, three 1■■■■D■■■■n■■■■■■U■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■1 for a number of outstanding perONIONS to those pe1·sons who

GROVES AUTO SALES

ORCHIDS AND ONIONS

simultaneously operating projec- ==
tors with merging pictures, a
projectionist for each machine, ■
a chief p1·ojectionist to call sig-

I

nals, and speakers everywhere.
It is thrillingly realistic-meaning the public is breath-takingly
fooled. But the cost-let's pu t
it this way : If a prospective
theatre builder had t o ask what
it costs, it eliminates him. He
doesn't have enough money!
In our c:ase, of course, the pieture size is limited by the size
of stage opening. Because of
this limitation, we did not feel
justified in the inclusion of stereophonic sound.
Stereophonic sound comes from
across the screen and at the side
of the theatre, and when action

=-=
■

■
•
■

=
•
■

■
•

I

I■
■
•

■

An Open Inv1·tat1·on

== formances on and off-campus.
continue to smoke in the "Rec."
ONIONS to the persons who
ORCHIDS to the ROTC Band
■ invaded the pr ivacy of the girl's for their mastery of several new
dormitor ies.
number s and their improved an-

I

from

-StM Franc1·s Ep1"scopal Church 5=
_

Prairie View A & M College (Guest Hou e)

I■

■

The students and faculty are cordially invited to =
■
attend all services and activities ponsored by the ■
Protestant Epi copal Church, Diocese of Texa , on I
■
th is campus.
■
OPEN HOUSE in the Administration Building Audi- I■
tori um . . . . . Saturday evenings: 7 :30-9 :45 I
■

I

ORCHIDS to the PV Panthers
for playing outstanding football.
O IO. S to the library lovebirds.
ORCHIDS to the Studen t Life
Committee for the improvements
in the "Rec."
O. IONS t o those who insist
on coming to hapel and V'E!spers late.
ORCHIDS to the ROTC Cadet
Corps for putting over a very
impressive Veterans Day program.
ONIONS to those individuals

around
playing.
0- 11O~S to those who wear
ha ts in the "REC."
ORCHIDS to the Barons of
Innovation for t heir . pirit at all
PV games.
0 . ION to those who refuse
to ch eer or honor the alma
mater.
ORCHIDS to those responsible
for getting cin ema cope to the
campus.
ONIONS to those who tart
rumors and insure their perpetuation.

COMPLINE . .. - . . . Saturday night: 9 :45-10:00 I
■
■
I MORNING PRAYER, LITANY, and SERMON
I-------------------------■
.. .. . First Sunday in the" Month, 11 :00 AM ■
crosses the screen, sound follows
HOLY COMMUNION and SERMON
I
it. Quite naturally if the screen ■
. . . . Second Sunday in the Month, 11 :00 AM ■

5
I

cannot be wide enough to make
one turn one's head, in viewing
the center of interest, there is
no need of making the sound
travel across the screen.
■
AH, Technicalities
As to technical complications
introduced by our new system, ! ■
they are legion. In addition to

I
I
I
I
I
I

MORNING PRAYER and SERMON
.. . All other Sundays, 11 :00 AM

"'

•

"'

•

"'

•

I.

BOI INITIATES

■

Seventeen members were add- George
Jackson,
oph(71'Jlore,
ed to the Barons of Innovation Plano; Roosevelt Jones, junior,
in a very impressive initiation Dallas; Lawrence Lindsay, junior, Texarkana; James Lorde1·,
ceremony, recentlyy. The pledJessi·e
senior, Marlin;
Maxie,
gees were chosen because it was senior, Dallas; Lester Mayes,
felt by the older brothers that sophomore,
Wichita
Falls;
they exemplified characteristics James Mosely, junior, Bryan;
of the ideal college man.
Eddie Nellum, junior, Cameron;
After the usual hardships dur- Milton Palmer, junior, Temple;
ing initiation week, the brothers Claude Smith, junior, Palestine;
were feted with a dance in honor Wilbert Steveson, senior, Port
of their having "made the Arthur; Charles Taylor, junior;
grade." The remodeled game Kendleton; and George Wyche,
room provided a suitable setting Houston.
for pleasant recreation.
Members of the initiation
The seventeen new Barons committee were: Sam Houston,
are: George Francois, sopho- Fred Burn~tt, Henry Collins,
more,
Beaumont;
Benjamin Charles Whitmore and Raymond
Franklin, senior, Denton; Aubrey Scott.
Hammond, senior, Dallas; John
-----u'----leans, sophomore, Beaumont·, y
!\IE lBERS-

I
I
I
■
I
I
■
I

Father Arthur Calloway, Priest-in-Charge
J. Bernard White, Student Chaplain
.
,
.
Latimer W. Garrett, Ass t Chaplam
the customary projection prob- L■■■■■■■■■■■■■U■U■■■U■UH■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■=
lems, the projectionist must
keep up with whether he is
showing common film if Cinemascope, Superscope, Vista-Vision
01· any future 'scope film. All
have different treatment. Then
he must deal with two (at least)
focal lengths of back-up lenses,
anamorphic
lenses,
aperture
sizes and aspect ratios of varous
film producers' products. His
chance of error is multiplied five
fold. He can make the thin man
look like Mr. Wrestling in Hollywood Legion Stadium. He can
make a huge picture reaching
from floor to ceiling , or a beautiful miniature Cinemascope pict ure too tiny to see--all by forgetting some critical variation .
He r eally needs a ch eck-list such
as was used to fl y the B-47 jet
in " Strategic Air Command ."
It took a lot of work to gain
our objective. Work and f orethought . Waiting to see which
t ype of picture would survive
the t est of t ime. Selectin g the
equipmen t best suit ed to our
needs. Selling the idea to higher
up authorities. Making t he actual

purchases. Working all night for
many a night perfecting the installation.
The Entertainment Committee,
with Mr. E. G. Henry as chairman and your writer as Engineer, is always ready to work
for your pleasure. We rest a
while now, then we work and
plan, and work again for whatever might come to enhance

your entertainment and pleasure.
(EDITOR'S SECOND NOTE:
Every Prairie View community
member should read and appreciate this article. Who knows? It
might c:ut out the whistles which
disturb all possible concentration when a film is momentarily
interrupted in its running. We
hope so.)

I

(Continued from P age 1)

· Help Fight TB

Buy Christmas Seals

•

main speakers were: Dr. L. D.
Haskew and Rev. L. Maynard
Catchings, national staff member
of the YMCA in New York and
a Prairie View Alumnus.
Prairie View delegates find
that meetings of this kind are
instrumental in helping pdepare
us for the oncoming integra,.
tion. The "Y" offers opportunity
for more students to get the experiences needed. Information on
summer work projects-national
and international-may be secured from the "Y" office a nd
meetings as well as opportunities
for r egional camp jaunts.
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SP ORTS

MISSION
ACCOMPLISHED.~'
NO DOLL, THANK
YOU!.'-l'LL
TAKE WILDROOT
CREAM OIL.
AS MY PRIZE!!
REMOVES LOOSE
U GL'/ DANDRUFF!!

.\. PANTHER SALUTE
(This is a first in a series of
articles on the athletes of
"Pantherland")
-Sports Editor
'"Lives of great men all remind us, we can make oud lives
sublime, And in parting leave behind us footprints on the sand
of time." The footprints in this
story belong to none other than
John Earl Payton. If someone
is interested enough, he may find
Payton's footprints all over the
campus, both in the athletic and
scholastic departments. It is only
proper that we honor him as
this month's "Sports Highlighter."

~~-===~

I

ANY DOLU!- GET

BUT
THAT
WOULD
BE.
ILLEGAL

CREAM·OI &. ,

NAME.

KEEPS HAIR NEAT
AND NATURAL.'fW ITH WJLDROOT,A
MAN CAN ATTRACT

WILDROOT

CHARLIE!!-

Fisk University "ON TO NASHVILLE" IS CRY
Selected For
OF P V BASKETBALL SQUAD
PV Bowl Opponent I
Determined to win the national
championship in basketball for
1956, the PV c agers have
adopted their "cry" for the
season. · · · "On To Nashville,
Tennessee," where th e national
competitions will be held.
The. Prairie View quintet
opens its 1955-56 cage season on
December 1-2, at Waco, Texas,
a~ainst the strong Paul Quinn
Tigers.
Recent practice sessions and
intra-squad games, give promise
for this years' being one of the
most interesting and productive
basketball seasons in P .V. His-

has been sethe Panthers
in the Prairie View Bowl game
on New Year's Day in Houston.
, This year the game will be
••:.L.....L.-■ I played on Monday, January 2,
I since New Year's Day falls on
Sunday.
The announcement of a choice
for the 2 th edition of the PV
Bowl came from Athletic Committee Chairman, c. L. Wilson,
after several conferences with
the full committee. Consideration
had been given to inviting Tennessee, Maryland and Kentucky tory.
State.
The squad showed great imJOHN EARL PAYTON
The Fisk "Bulldogs" are mem- provement over last year's quin....,,.,.~,;-wo
P'ietl!IM:.J
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University
IFisk
lected to meet
I

I

"John Earl,"' as he is called hers of the strong Southern Conby all of his friends, is respected ference loop and have an imas a student, an athlete and a pressive season's record.
gentleman. He sums up as being
Their schedule included Tuskall that is expected of the ideal egee, Alabama A & M, Dillard,
college man.
Howard, Alabama State, Lane,
Being better known as for his! Nebraska State, Morehouse and
Among the new organizations
exploits on the gridiron, we will . Bethune-Cookm~n.
and activities of the Cadet Corps
endeavor to list a few of them. I The Panthers victory over under the leadership of Colonel
His athletic career began· in S_outhe~t clinched. a second place T . H. Wright, is the formation
high school at Livingston, Texas, tie w1 .h TSU m the South- of the ROTC Chorus.
where he won letters as a full- western Conference.
This singing group of approxiback. Shifted to halfback as a
mately forty members-most of
freshman at PV, he spent most to the scoring and generally whom are freshmen-is being
of his first year getting ac- played an outstanding game.
trained by Cadet Lt. Kenneth D.
quainted with the new position.
The individual play that he Hunt.
He really blossomed as a remembers best (and there were
The Chorus made its initial apsophomore, when he scored thir- many of them) is his 48-yard pearance on Veterans Day, Noteen touchdowns for coach Nicks' touchdown gallop in the 1955 vember 11, during the special
National Championship team. Prairie View Bowl against Texas program held in the AuditoriumInjury kept him out of the line- Southern University. This run I Gymnasium at 11:00 A.M. It is
up during much of his junior broke the Tigers' back and PV exected that the group will make
year, but he still managed to w~nt on to win 13-12.
several other appearances du~ing
tally seven TD's. This promised
Co-captain Payton closed his the school year.
· to be his best year (1955), as career in a fittnng style as he
he scored ten times in five
tore th~ Wiley College line to CIVIL SERVICE
games, but a serious thigh inshreds m the Cotton Bowl (Oc- EXAMINATI
OUNCED
jury brought his brilliant career tober of this year), and con- I
•
ON AN
to an abrupt close. Yes, John tributed two touchdowns for I A civil servic eexamination has
good measure.
I been announced for Dietetic InEarl's football career is over.
His injury is not a painful one,
The PV track team will 1 ! tern for filling internships paybut it will not permit him to remember Payton for his a so I ing $2,000 a year in Veterans
con- Administration hospitals in Los
play football.
tributions to that sport.
Angeles, California; Bronx, N .Y.;
He cc;,nsiders his best game as
A better than average stuthe 1953 Orange Blossom Classic dent, one might find a football Hines, Illinois; Memphis, Tennagainst Florida A & M Univer- player better than he, or a faster essee; and Houston, Texas.
To qualify for thes einternsity, a game in which hia pass track man, or a better student.
interception killed a last minute But, if one were to look for a ships, applicants must have reFAMU rally. He also contributed person who has all these qua1i- ceived a bachelor's degree from
an accredited college or univerties, there can be only one,
sity and have completed courses
JOH EARL PAYTON.
of study in appropriate fields.
----'0---No written test is required. InTWO VIEWSterns will be given a 12-month
(Continued trom Page 1)
training course after which they
gue, Houston, Texas; the Rev- will ~e _e!igible f?1: prom?tion to
erend M. E. Pierson, Hou:,ton Va D1et1t1an P?s!tion . with the
Texas.
eterans Admm1strat10n, whioh
Four speeches in keeping with pays from $3,67 0 to $4,525 a
the Week's general theme will year. . .
.
b d r
d b th
.
Applications will be accepted
e e iver~
Y . e_ respective through March 1, 1956, for the
speakers: Th Chr1st1an
Concept c1a~ses of m
• t
· ·
. .
erns b egmnmg
on
of uccessful L1vmg; Successful Jul 1
s
t b
5
c t h1·
d M
.
.
.
Y
or ep em er 15 , 19 6 .
our s P an I arriage; Living Applications must be filed with
Together
Successfully Inter-1·a- th e B oar d of c·1v1·1 service
· E x.
cially; and Prayer As A Factor aminers, Veterans AdministraIn Succe. sful Living."
tion Washington 25 DC
Lee C. Phi~Ji_p, ~ean of_ the I F~rther information. ~nd apChapel at Prame View, assisted plication forms may be obtained
by campus student leaders will I from most post offices throug-hhost the . visitors. Dr. J. L. out the country or from the U.S.
Brown, Director of Extramural ('ivil Service Commi sion WashA<:tivities, is coordi~ator.
inpton 25, D.C.
'

I

I

ROTC Chorus
Organizes

tet which, under Coach Tom
Williams' sharp direction and
keen supervision, compiled a
19-7 won-Joss record.
This year's team is bolstered
by five new faces who have
shown a Jot of promise in helping to better last year's team
record.

The 1955-56 Panther squal
consists of 10 veterans: CoCaptains Emanuel Jones, Jr., and
James Gamble;
All-American
Clarence Ludd; Edward Elliot;
Loranzo Dunlap; Earl Johnson;
Irving Justice; Charles Whitmore; Calvin White; Carmen
Stewart; and five first year men:
Oscar Singleton, Paul Ruthledge,
Don Meeking, John Hightower
and Bob Nelson.
The
group
offers
speed,
height, aggressive drive and
most of all, depth that could be
the qualities which send the
Panthers all the way to the
Southwest title for the first
time since 1949.
•

t-,1'{

IS
CATHIE !.'

ABOUT YOUR
QUEENS
Ah, A Queen! Everyone likes a
queen. Everyone would like to
be queenly. Who are the queens?
Only those who possess those
queenly qualities.
Prairie View is laoded with
queens. There is "Miss Prairie
View," Evelyn Marie Alfred and
her
two
runners-up,
Alice
Squire and Ina Bell Daniels.
"Miss ROTC" is Mary Louise
Lee.
"Miss NFA" is Jean Marie
Simien.
"Miss Veteran" is Doris Faye
Malone.
And even in the dormitories "Miss Alexander Hall Sweetheart" is Alice Squire, and
"Miss Suarez Hall" is Myrtle
Adams.
Have you noticed anything by
this time? You have? You're
smart. Yes, all these charming
coeds--queens-are members of
that popular campus club-CLUB 26. This is their salute.

I

I

50 million
times a day
at home,
at work or
on the way

I
I

I
I

I
I
I

There's
nothing
like a

Remember
The 28th.

PRA IR IE
VI EW
BO WL
GA ME

January 2, 1956
Houston,
Texas
¥

..........
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I

I
I

I
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1. FOR TASTE ••• bright_
bracing, ever-fresh sparkle.
2. FOR REFRESHMENT .••
quick energy, with
as few calories as half
an average, juicy grapefruit.

I
I
I
I

I

BO TTLED UNDER AU THORITY O F THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

BRE HAM COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMP ANY
.,Coke" Is a registered trade-mark.

C, 1955, THE COCA-CO LA COMPANY
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PANTHER
ACROSS

Freshman Class
Entertains At
Pre-Thanksgiving~

DOWN

14. Unit of wt. of Eastern Asia
15. Dem for Albert
18. Landed
19. South East Asis City
26. Explosive
26. Snare
27. Variants of Czar
28. Peri d of time
30. Malt drink
32. Number of strokes for a hole 31. British title
32. Uniformed attendant at a
34. Consumed
theatre
35. Fort "to be"
33.
Fruit of the Oak tree
36. Manila-hemp
37. Constellation of the southern
38. Paid notice
hemisphere
41. Rowing implement
38. Nickname of Wisconsin
- - + - - - 1 43. Asiatic pheasant
39. Social insect
45. Sea eagle
47. Belonging to ~ranberry tree 43. Golfer's mound
44. Accouterment
49. Seventh Greek letter
46. Bamboo-like grass
52. Actors part
48. Uutra (adv)
54. Horse (slang)
50. Disavow
56. Withered
52. City in Nevada
i----1t----1 59. Border / margin
55. Lead
61. Greeting (slang)
56. Iroquoian Indian of western
63. Paradise
N. Y.
64. Punishments
68. Hooklike cap worn by Nuns 57. Many times over
59. Asiatic Herb
72. Meadow
_ __,__......._...__..,____, 73. Too rich (adv)
60. More than one, many, much
DOWN
74. Age
65. Lawyer's education (adv)
Help
69. Warning or hint
76. Vessel with a spout
Monetary unit of Japan
70. Feual benefice
79. Hard
Sly look
81. Policeman (slang)
73. Past part. of tread
Bone
75. Staff
82. Electric fish
Singing voice
77. Metal
83. Tear
Frozen water
85. ijehold !
78. Dem of Alvin
- - - - - - - - Musical 86. Answer roll call
80. High priest (Bible)
Earthen vessel
89. lgno1·e
84. Physical ed. (adv)
Beast of burden
-e=-+--+---1 21 Seek
22. Yes (sp)
l=--+--+---1 23. Great lake

The Freshman Class sponsored f3,.,.---ll---+-a Pre-Thanksgiving Party for
its members on Wednesday
ning, November 23, in the
lege Gymnasium.
More than five hundred freshman class members attended the
frolic which was substituted for
a regular class metting. It was
the first dance for the group rn-t--i--1~under their own sponsorship
fees. Music was furni shed by 7
records played from the radio
studio by Misses Dorothy Sing- Tfleton and Goldie Walton.

.,

The class served ice cold
1-=:-i--+-punch as refreshment during the ~"
three hour social period.
ACROSS
2.
STYLE TIPS1. Zachary
3.
12t h President
(Continued from Page 3)
7. Sick
4.
5.
10. Pig pen
wear with loafing clothes, the
_ Observes
7.
13
Tyrolean style is 1955's answer. 14 _ Powdered soapstone
8.
It has the narrow brim of today's
17. Afternoon event
10.
town hat, plus a hint of the 18 _ Domestic slave
11.
hunter or ski or riding fan.
! 12.
19 _ One who deals with salt
With the Tyrolean, all sorts of
fun and individual touches are
permitted - contrasting cords,
rough textures, plumes and shaving-brush trims, metal field ornaments.
Hat Etiquette
1. A man's hat should be tilted at a side angle. If one wants
WHAT'S THIS? For soution
to be mathematical about it, he
see paragraph below.
can check this way: Let one
side of the brim touch the ear.
Have the other side clear the ear
by ½ to ¾ of an inch.
2. If your hat is a snapbrim,
push it off the forehead, tilted
toward the back. Most snap-brims
should rest at a point just below the hairline-if the hair is
still there-and be pulled down
correspondingly at the back.
3. Rule 2 changes when a man
dons a Homburg or semi-Homburg (i.e., hats with turned-up
brims). These hats need to be
worn lower on the forehead than
the snap-brims.
4. Putting on a hat is a twohand job-one hand holding the
back brim near the crown, the
other at the front brim.
A Final Word!
YOU ALWAYS COME OUT ON TOP

::_.:.._::..:.:,::_::..::.:~==----------------------------------:--------------------

HERE'S A HIT- LUCKY DROODLES !

Last, but by no means least,
taking off the hat is a mustespecially in the "Rec" and in
other public assembly rooms
about the campus.
The headpiece will be better
apreciated if held in the hand
while inside, for if left on the
head, the face beneath the brim
becomes the center of focus-not
the hat; We love your new haton your head-on the campus!!

when you light up a
Lucky, because Luckies are tops for taste. Luckies taste
better because Lucky Strike means fine tobacco . . .
mild, mellow tobacco that's toast,ed to taste even better.
The men in the Droodle above have come out on top, too
-in more ways than one. The Droodle is titled: Convention of baldheaded men smoking Luckies. Follow
their shining example: light up a Lucky yourself. You'll
say it's the best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked!
DROODLES, Copyright 1953 by Roger frice

- - - - Q,____ _ __

GLOBAL NEWS
The sweet odor of peace in
Geneva has been replaced with
the prudent odor of something
dead. Molotov, Prime Minister of
Russia, has turned thumbs down
on the demcratic voting in West
Germany. It is said that the only
unification of Germany they
could tolerate would be a united
Communist Germany. They know
that if free voting were to occur, they would be put out of
Germany.
Great Britian has such a large
· bole in their security bucket that
two Russian spies managed to
work within the foreign office
and then escape untouched. If
this old bucket is not repaired or
replaced soon, the whole bottom
is going to fall out, and then
where would Great Britian be?

TWO BIDS PUfflNG
THEIi HEADS TOGOHU

____... __

..,

Joseph R. Leone
Canisius

__

_____ ..,.. ______,

Students I

EARN s2s!
Cut yourself in on the Lucky
Droodle gold mine. We pay $25
for all we use-and for a whole
raft we don't use! Send ;your
Droodles with descriptive titles.
Include your name, address, college and class and the name and
address of the dealer in your college town from whom you buy
cigarettes most often. Address:
Lucky Droodle, Box 67A,Mount
Vernon, N. Y.

1unoN GOING
THIOUGH 1unoNH0LE

Merritt Christ.ensen
U. of Minnesota

MAN OF LfflHS

Wm. Q. 0' Brien, Jr.
Newark College
of Engineering

LUCKIES TASTE BETTER - Cleaner, Fresher; Smoother!
CA.T.Co.

PRODUCT

o•

~~y~

AMERICA'S LEADING MANUFACTURER OF CIOARI\TT:SS
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·All Students Are Invited To
ATTEND

THE ''Y" FORMAL
December 10, 1955
•

8-11 P.M.
Auditorium - Gymnasium

•

COUPLES ONLY!

Smoke
Tomorrow~
better cigarette*

Todayenjoy a Cool Mildness
never possible before!

PUT A

MILE IN

~

YO

* -"'· .:~: .' .·.

SMOKING!

•.❖

H.i\ t ;, ~
1=-:ii'-~,...... ",.

·.
.

BEST FOR YOU!
e l,c:Gtn: &

Mnas Toucco Co.
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